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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned here with the question: What is the smallest degree of 
a non-linear complex irreducible character of a finite solvable group? 
If G is such a group, and p is an irreducible non-linear character of 
minimal degree of G, chosen to have as large a kernel as possible, we can 
factor out the kernel of p, and then a reasonably complete answer to our 
question is provided by: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a finite non-Abelian solvable group, and let p be 
a non-linear complex irreducible character of G of least degree. Assume that 
whenever H is a non-identity normal subgroup of G, all non-linear irreducible 
characters of G/H have degree strictly larger than p(1). Then one of the 
following occurs: 
(a) G is a p-group of class 2 for some prime p, IG’I = p, Z(G) is cyclic, 
and p(l)= [G : Z(G)]1’2. 
(b) G is a Frobenius group of the form PA, where A is a cyclic comple- 
ment acting irreducibly on the elementary Abelian p-group P, and p( 1) = 1 A I. 
(c) G = Z(G) H, where, for some prime p, Z(G) is a cyclic p-group, 
O,(H) = G’ is a non-Abelian special p-group, G has a cyclic Hall p’-subgroup 
A such that AG’IG” is a Frobenius group with complement AG”/G”, and 
setting A, = Ca(G”), we have p( 1) = [A : A,](IA,I - 1). Furthermore, 
lAoI - 1 is a power of p, say pe, and there is a subgroup T of G” such that 
G’jT is a direct product of extra-special groups of order Pan+‘, each of which 
is invariant under the action of A,T/T, with the latter group acting trivially 
on the centre and irreducibly and faithfully on the Frattini factor group. 
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Remarks. In all of the above cases, there is a prime p such that F(G) 
is a Sylow p-subgroup of G of class at most 2 and G/F(G) is a cyclic 
p’-group. It will emerge from the proof of the theorem that if G has group 
structure as in the above cases, then the minimal degree of a non-linear 
irreducible character of G is of the form claimed (the only case which 
presents any difficulty is case (c), and there we leave one issue unresolved 
-if G has this type of group structure, it is conceivable that some proper 
homomorphic image of G could have the same minimal degree for a non- 
linear irreducible character as G does. It is not clear to us at present what 
further (concisely stated) conditions would preclude that possibility). 
We remark that cases (a) and (b) of the above result are just reformula- 
tions of very well known facts and that our real interest is in case (c). 
From now on, then, we assume that G is a group (and p is a character) 
satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 2.1. For some prime p, F(G) is a p-group, and G/F(G) is an 
Abelian p’-group. 
Proof Choose a prime p such that O,(G) # 1. Write (as we may) 
p = C djdj (on p-regular elements), where the q5j’s are certain of the Brauer 
irreducible “characters” (for the prime p) and where each d, is a positive 
integer. 
By the Fong-Swan Theorem, G/O,(G) has a complex irreducible charac- 
ter of degree dj( 1) for each j, so by the choice of G we must have dj( 1) = 1 
for each j. It follows readily that each p-regular element of G’ is in the 
kernel of p, so that G’ is a p-group, as p is faithful. Hence G’ < O,(G). Since 
G is non-Abelian and p is an arbitrary prime divisor of 1 F(G)I, F(G) must 
be a p-group. Also, G/O,(G) is Abelian (and is obviously a p’-group). 
LEMMA 2.2. If u is induced from a linear character I of a subgroup L of 
G, then either: 
(a) L is an elementary Abelian p-group and G has a cyclic Hall 
p’subgroup, say A, which acts irreducibly on L (and in that case u( 1) = 1 A I). 
(b) G is a p-group of class 2, JG’I = p, Z(G) is cyclic, and u( 1) = 
[G : Z(G)]“2. 
Proof All irreducible constituents of IndF( 1) have degree less than p( 1) 
( = [G : L]) as the trivial character occurs as such a constituent. Thus all 
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such constituents are linear, and hence G’ <L. Thus L is a normal sub- 
group of G, so all irreducible constituents of Res’&) are linear (for ,? is one 
such constituent). Consequently, L’ < ker p, so that L is Abelian. Since 
F(G) is a p-group, L is too. Let A be a Hall p’-subgroup of G, P = O,(G). 
(a) Suppose that A # 1,. We claim that L = P, and that A acts 
irreducibly on L. Suppose that L # P. Then whenever CI is a linear character 
of P, all irreducible constituents of Indz(cl) are linear (as all have degree 
less than p( 1)) so that [G, P] 6 ker c(. Then [G, P] < P’ (c( was arbitrary), 
contrary to the fact that P = F(G) # G. Thus L = P. 
Suppose then that A does not act irreducibly on L. Then we may choose 
a maximal A-invariant subgroup of L, say U, with C,(A) d U ( # lG). Thus 
U Q G and [L, A] $ U. Then G/U is non-Abelian and all its irreducible 
characters have degree dividing [G : L] (as L/U is an Abelian normal 
subgroup of G/U). This contradicts our hypotheses on G. 
Thus A does act irreducibly on L, so is cyclic. We also note that 
p(l)= IAl in this case. 
(b) Suppose that G = P. Since L 4 G and L is Abelian, all irreducible 
characters of G have degree dividing [G : L], so all the non-linear ones 
have degree p( 1). If IG’l # p, then we may choose a non-trivial normal 
subgroup, M say, of G with M < G’ and with [G’ : M] = p. Then G/M is 
non-Abelian, so has a non-linear irreducible character, necessarily of degree 
p( 1 ), contrary to our hypotheses on G. Thus 1 G’I = p, so that G has class 2. 
Of course, Z(G) is cyclic, and it is easy to see that p( 1) = [G : Z(G)]“‘. 
From now on, then, we assume that no irreducible character of degree 
p( 1) of G can be induced from a linear character of a subgroup of G. We 
recall that A is a Hall p’-subgroup of G and that P = O,(G). 
LEMMA 2.3. ~(1) < [Al. 
Proof: As in the previous proof, there is a linear character, say 1, of P 
such that IndF(l) has a non-linear irreducible constituent. By our current 
hypotheses on G, ~(1) < [G : P] (= IAl). 
3. THE EXCEPTIONAL CASE 
We now choose a subgroup L of G which is minimal subject to: p can 
be induced from a character of L. We also choose an irreducible character 
p of L such that p(l)= [G: L] p(l), and with ker B as large as possible 
subject to this condition. In accordance with the assumptions of the 
previous section, p is non-linear. 
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LEMMA 3.1. L a G, G’ = L’, and L has no non-linear irreducible character 
of degree less than /?( 1). Furthermore, if y is any irreducible character of 
degree /?( 1) of L, then Indz( y ) is irreducible. 
Proof: Since p(1) > [G : L], all irreducible constituents of IndF(1) are 
linear, so that G’ <L and La G. Now also L’ a G and all irreducible 
characters of G/L’ have degree dividing [G : L] (for L/L’ is an Abelian 
normal subgroup of G/L’). Since [G : L] < p( 1), all such characters are 
linear, so that G’ = L’. 
Now let y be an non-linear irreducible character of L. Then Indg(y) has 
an irreducible constituent, 4 say, such that (Resz(#), Y)~ # 0. Then 4 is 
certainly non-linear, so that (6(1)211(l)= [G : L] /3(l). Thus y(l)> /I(l). If 
y( 1) = /l( I), we must have q5 = Indz(y). 
We now assume that p = IndF(/I). We note that fl is primitive, of course. 
Furthermore, as L a G, F(L) d F(G), so that F(L) = O,(L) E Syl,(L) (for 
we recall that G is p-closed). 
Let L = P,A,, where P,= O,(L) and where A,,= A n L (a Hall 
p’-subgroup of L). We let L denote L/ker /I, etc. 
LEMMA 3.2. 2,~ A,, and A, acts faithfully and irreducibly on Po/Z(P,). 
Also fl(l)=lAol-l, P,=P, and C,(A,)=Z(P). 
ProoJ: Since G = PA, and A is Abelian, we see that G = 
[P, A,] C,(A,). But A, < L, so that G = LC,(Ao). 
Since 1 is (isomorphic to) a primitive linear group, the results of Rigby 
[I] tell us that B, = Z,!?, where Z = Z(P,), E is extra-special (and 
E char L). 
Now if XE A, with [P,, X] <Z, then [P,, X] = i, so that [PO, x] < 
ker /I. But then for any c E C,(A,), we see that [P,, x] < ker DC, so that 
[PO, x] = 1, as every irreducible constituent of ResF(p) has the form 8’ for 
some c E C&A,). Thus x = 1 G, as P, = F(L). 
Now [Z( P,,), A,,] 6 ker 8, so that [Z( PO), A,] 6 ker 8” for all 
CEC,(A,), and hence [Z(P,), A,,] = 1,. Also j&l =p so that @(Pb)g 
ker /I. But @(Pb) a G, so that @(Pb) d rigs G ker(/Ig) and hence Pb is 
elementary Abelian. Also, [Pb, P,] d ker /3 and [Pb, P,] a G, so that 
Pb < Z(P,). 
By a standard argument, we may write P, = C,(A,) n;= i Ei, where 
each Ei is extra-special, A,-invariant, and where A, acts irreducibly on 
E,/Z(E,) for each i (and where the product is central). 
We note that Rest(p) is irreducible, for if @ is one of its irreducible 
constituents, then @ is L-stable and non-linear (since /I is primitive), 
so @ extends to an irreducible character of L, and then we must have 
@( 1) > /I( 1) by Lemma 3.1. But then @ = ResL,(fi). 
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Now it follows that we may write 
BC1)=Ytl) jj Pi(l)? 
i=l 
where each /Ii is an irreducible character of the corresponding Ei, and y is 
an irreducible character of C,(A,). We first prove that sy( 1) = 1 (the 
primitivity of j? and the fact that C,(A,) is normal in G then force C,(A,) 
to be central in L by arguments like those above while, on the other hand, 
A, centralizes Z(P,) by the same type of argument). 
Let Ai denote the group of automorphisms of Ei/Z(Ei) induced by the -- 
action of A,. Then the semi-direct product AiEi/Z(Ei) is an epimorphic 
image of E (so also of L), and has an irreducible character of degree IAil 
(since it’s a Frobenius group with complement A,). The maximality of ker fi 
now forces /I( 1) < 1 Ail, so that, in particular, Idi1 > 2 for each i. 
Also, since A, has trivial action on Z(Ei) and irreducible action on 
E,/Z(,!?,) for each i, it is well known that ldi 1 divides pe’ + 1, where 
@,I = p2’,+ ‘. Thus for each i, p”=/?i(l)~(l~iI -1). 
Suppose that sy( 1) # 1. Then we have 
IAll >B(l)=Y(l) fi fli(1)>2(lA,l-1) 
i= 1 
so that IAil < 2, a contradiction. 
Thus &, acts irreducibly on P,,/Z(P,), and we have 
so that B(l)=(IA,I-1). 
Finally, we see that 
Al)= CG: Ll P(l)= CA : AolCP: P,I(IA,I - ~)>(IA[/~)[P: P,], 
so that P= P,. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let H= [P, A,]A. Then G= HZ(G). 
Proof. We know that G = PA = [P, A] AC,(A). But C,(A) d 
C,(A,)=Z(P), so that C,(A)<Z(G). Now [P,A]<G’=L’ (by 
Lemma 3.1) < [P, A,] (for note that L/[P, A,] is Abelian as L = 
[P, A,] A,Z(P) and A,, centralizes Z(P)). Thus G’ = [P, A] = [P, A,], 
and the result follows. 
Remarks. It is clear that the minimal degree of a non-linear irreducible 
character of G and the corresponding degree for H are equal. The parts of 
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Theorem 1 which are so far unproven really only concern the structure of 
G’ (=H’), so from now on, we assume that H = G (so that P = 
[P, A,,] = G’). 
LEMMA 3.4. P is a special p-group, C,(Z( P)) = A,, G/P’ is a Frobenius 
group with complement isomorphic to A. There is a subgroup, T say, of Z(P) 
such that P/T is a direct product of extra-special groups, each of order 
pB( 1)‘. Furthermore, these groups may be chosen to each be A,T/T- 
invariant, with A,T/T acting trivially on the centre and faithfuly and 
irreducibly on the Frattini factor group. 
ProoJ We know that p( 1) 2 IA1/2. Also, G/P’ is non-Abelian, but all its 
irreducible characters have degrees dividing [G : P]. By the hypotheses on 
G, all non-linear irreducible characters of G/P’ have degree [AI, while all 
linear characters of G have P (= G’) in their kernels. Thus G/P’ is a 
Frobenius group of the form claimed. In particular, A is cyclic. 
Now C,(A,) = Z(P) 2 P’, and we know that P’ is elementary Abelian. 
Since P = [P, A,], it follows that Z(P) d C,(A,) < P’ (for in G = G/P’, we - - 
have P = [P, A,] x C,(&)). Thus P’ = Z(P), P’ is elementary Abelian, and 
by the usual argument all pth powers are central in P. Hence P is special. 
Let B = C,(Z(P)). Then certainly A, ,< B. By Glauberman corre- 
spondence, there is a bijection between the set of B-invariant irreducible 
characters of P and the set of irreducible characters of C,(B). The 
analogous statement holds for A,,, so since Z(P) = C,(B) = C,(A,), we 
conclude that all A,-invariant irreducible characters of P are also 
B-invariant. 
Since Res$(/3) is such an A,-invariant character, it is also B-invariant. 
Thus it extends to an irreducible character of PB, say y, and then IndzB(y) 
has an irreducible non-linear constituent of degree at most [A : B] /I( 1 ), so 
we must have B= AO, since p(l)= [A : A,] p(l). 
Now let K= ker p, and let K,, K2, . . . . K, be distinct conjugates of K such 
that 
P 
:’ 
h KEEP P/K, (direct) 
i=l i= I 
and with r maximal subject to this condition. 
We claim that n;= i Ki Q Z(P) (so we can allow this group to play the 
role of T, as is routine to verify). 
Suppose then that this subgroup is not central in P. Then, since L/K is 
a primitive linear group (and likewise for any G-conjugate of K), we may 
(and do) suppose (without loss of generality) that 
K 
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Setting E= L/K, etc., and recalling that 2, acts irreducibly on p/Z(P), 
we see that P = K( n:= I Ki), from which it easily follows that (after setting 
K r+, = K) P/n;:: K, z n:z:(P/K,) (direct), contrary to the choice of r. 
The proof of Lemma 3.4 is complete. 
Remarks. In cases (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 (whose proof is now 
complete), it is clear that all irreducible characters of every proper 
homomorphic image of G are linear. Our next result illustrates that in 
case (c), the minimal degree of a non-linear irreducible character really 
does have the form claimed. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a finite group of the form PA, where O,(G) = P is 
a non-Abelian special p-group, A is a cyclic PI-group, G/P’ is a Frobenius 
group with complement isomorphic to A, and where (setting C,(Z(P)) = A,) 
there is a subgroup T say, of Z(P) such that P/T is a direct product of extra- 
special groups, each of order p*‘+ ‘, and each A, TIT-invariant, with A,, T/T 
acting trivially on the centre and faithfully and irreducibly on the Frattini 
factor group. Suppose further that (A,] - 1 = pe. Then G has an irreducible 
complex character of degree [A : A,]( I A,1 - l), but no non-linear irreducible 
character of degree less than that. 
Proof It is clear that A,P/T has an irreducible character of degree pe, 
say /3, so that Ind&(fl) h as a non-linear irreducible constituent, p say, 
with p( 1) < [A : A,,] p’. We need to prove that no non-linear irreducible 
character of G can have degree less than [A : A,] pe. 
Let @ be an irreducible non-linear character of G of minimal degree, but 
with as large a kernel as possible subject to that. Let G denote G/ker @, etc. 
From Theorem 1, there are three cases to consider: 
(a) G is a q-group for some prime q-we can dispose of this 
possibility since G is non-Abelian, P< G’, and G has Abelian Sylow 
r-subgroups for every prime r # p. 
(b) G is a Frobenius group whose kernel is an elementary Abelian 
q-group for some prime q-again this possibility is easy to eliminate, for it 
would force q = p, and P would be the Frobenius kernel. But then P’ 6 
ker @, so that @( 1) = 1 A( whereas we have already seen that @( 1) < (Al. 
(c) F(G) = Z(G) Q, where Q is a non-Abelian special q-group for 
some prime q-again we must have q = p (and it is easy to see that 
Q=P=F(G)). Now if aE(ker@nA)#, then P (=[P,a])<ker@, which 
is not the case. Thus we have ker @ < P. Part (c) of Theorem 1 now tells us 
that G(l)= [A: 8](\81 - l), where B= C,(Z(P)). 
But Z(P) = P’ (as in earlier arguments), and A,, centralizes P’, so that 
A,<& Then it is clear that @(l)>,[A:A,](IA,I-l), and thus we must 
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have Q(1) = [A : A,]( lAoI - 1) (since we certainly have @(l) <p(l)). The 
proof of Lemma 3.5 is complete. 
Remarks. It is not difficult (using sections of wreath products of the 
form (EA,) wr C, where E is a suitable extra-special group, C is cyclic, and 
where A, has the type of action we have been discussing on E) to see that 
for any prime power p’ and positive integer n which is not divisible by p, 
we can find a finite solvable group G such that the minimal degree of a 
non-linear irreducible character of G is np’ and O,(G) is a non-Abelian 
special p-group. 
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